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him-- 1 trust that was the only time that I did so -

by telling him when I got my Fellowship, that he might have saved me

mam gloomy misgivings as an undergraduate, if the Cambridge system had

dealt a” little more freely in words of encouragement. I said this, not by

way of any personal complaint, but only from the deeply-seated conviction

on which I have always acted as a principle in education, and which, to my

knowledge, has produced good fruits, in the minds of some, that there are

youths of diffident temperament, always inclined to undervalue themselves,

to whom the total dearth of hopefulness about their own efforts, which their

elders and betters might so easily inspire, produced the effects, sometimes

of mental pfaralysis, sometimes of death.”

This sentence struck me as being so true and so applicable to my own
feelings in days of yore, that 1 have ventured to yield to my impulse of

transcribing it for the editor of our Parents' Review . As a young girl of
fifteen, I was idle and thoughtless, but often I used to feel,

u Oh, that
mamma would praise me sometimes, instead of only speaking of my
faults. ’ She was about the very best and dearest of mothers. A. A. T.

vou have ml , 7 \
100 much to ask you to jot me down, when

resfor childrc” y0"

repetition ?

> > be found
; such storie^ as will bear frequent

A Father.

Notes and Queries.

I have lead with much interest your capital magazine the Parents'
Review,

and I am sure you or your readers will give me kindly help in

my perplexity. I have four children—two boys and two girls—Sylvia, nine •

Ernest, eight ;
Vera, four

;
and Paul, three years of age. The girls 1

understand and can manage, but my eldest boy is a hopeless puzzle °to me.

First, I must tell you that I worship my children, I would die for them, 1

never spare myself for them, and I am perhaps morbidly anxious and

nervous about their happiness and well-being
;
but I never had brothers,

I know nothing of boys, I cannot find out how to amuse them. Ernest

is a nervous, highly-sensitive child, with a delicate digestion, but muscularly

strong. We live in London, and his one idea is to be out of doors all day,

rushing about in the air, playing with any boy he meets, climbing the trees

in the square, tearing his clothes, losing his handkerchiefs, gloves, &c.

Indoors he is miserable. At Christmas 1 bought him ten shillings’ worth

of toys, all the kinds he wanted
;
he never played with one of them.

Before a week was over he had lost or traded away to his schoolfellows

for sweets all the implements of his fret-saw work, he smashed his engine

to see what was inside, and sold the other toys to buy cakes. 1 offer to

play with him, but he hates sitting still ;
he will listen for a long while if

he is read to, but then fidgets away and is out of doois just to ee a '

'

as he says. He teases the little ones, worries the nuise, an is se s

quarrelsome with his gentle, elder sister, who gives up evei
-
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and forgets it all in ten minutes. He is
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[We invite answers to a letter in which the facts

disguised with a view to publication.



notes and queries^
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ourselves, we must not anticipate the work of the Review by hazarding
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I have read with considerable interest Mr. Dawson s paper in your last

issue, but I must confess to a feeling of surprise that he makes no reference

to the “London School of Journalism” in the outer Temple, the only

institution of the kind. Between three and four years ago Mr. David

Anderson, who for many years had occupied an important position on the

editorial staff of the Daily Telegraph
,
took rooms close to the principal

newspaper offices, with the object of teaching the art of journalism to

persons of good culture. About a year ago I happened to meet with a man
who had studied under Mr. Anderson with the best results, and this led me
to undertake a course at the “ London School of Journalism.” When I

came, although I had published one or two small things, I knew nothing of

the practical work of a newspaper. Sub-editing was but a name to me,
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Press. It is obvious that there is a front door to iourn,r
all need not wear themselves out as reporters and hacks in n

’ and that

offices for long periods, before there is any chance of t^
necessary experience to earn a livelihood as journalists m

gT“g the

plays the time-honoured role of “ Experience ” to his pupils tV„™son

He gives to them the spoils he has won on the battle-field "of th p
hes ’’

paid a fee of 100 guineas for some of these spoils, and 1 shall neve^Le!
having done so.—K. b. H.

Miss Austen’s nephew tells us how his Aunt Jane could keep up cun anri

hall, was it 200 times? This may offer a hint for “ Primrose’s” little e 1

who should try to beat the record of yesterday’s doings. But better far "is

battledore and shuttlecock
;
perhaps there is no game which gives better

exercise to the muscles, or tends more to cause chest expansion.
0

The child

need not be lonely, as grown-ups play with as much pleasure as children
; any

way, a record of each day’s feats in the way of “keeping up” would’ give

spirit to the play. If the child learns to play from hand to hand, a battle-

dore in each hand, the exercise is simply perfect, as the muscles of both

sides are equally exercised.

—

Shuttlecock.

Prizes.

The name, or, rather, the nom de plume of each of the successful

competitors for the Art Prizes will appear in our June 1SS

^ , and

It will amuse the children to adop, the names

heroines, and we think it well they should be^sp

which comes of “ seeing your name in Print
*
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Prize.—A prize will be given for a map o
ied with a certificate

on the 30th of May, done from memory, and name, without

to the effect that the competitor is a 5 e
. An ctellations

and planets) ' ,sl ®

eferring to the map, the principal objects (c ^ of May be c ow >,

^n that nigfht. Limit of age, seventeen.
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